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Abstract
Driven by legislation and evolving attitudes towards environmental issues, establishing green solvents for extractions,
separations, formulations and reaction chemistry has become an increasingly important area of research. Several
general purpose solvent selection guides have now been published with the aim to reduce use of the most hazardous solvents. This review serves the purpose of explaining the role of these guides, highlighting their similarities and
differences. How they can be used most effectively to enhance the greenness of chemical processes, particularly in
laboratory organic synthesis and the pharmaceutical industry, is addressed in detail.
Keywords: Green solvents, Solvent selection guide, Bio-based solvent, Green chemistry metrics

Background
Solvents have received much attention under the remit
of green chemistry [1–5]. This can be ascribed to the
large volume of solvent typically used in a reaction (especially at the purification stage) or in a formulation [6, 7].
Despite this, the solvent is not directly responsible for
the composition of a reaction product, nor is it the active
component of a formulation. Therefore the use of toxic,
flammable, or environmentally damaging solvents would
seem unnecessary because these characteristics have no
impact on the function or progress of the system in which
the solvent is applied. However these unfortunate consequences of solvent use are often linked to the beneficial
attributes of the solvent needed for the application. The
volatility of solvents permits recovery and purification of
the solvent by distillation, but also creates unwanted air
emissions and the risk of worker exposure. Amide solvents have the high polarity required to dissolve a broad
range of substrates and accelerate reactions [8], but this
functionality often implies reproductive toxicity [9]. At
the other end of the polarity scale hydrocarbon solvents
provide the ability to dissolve oils in extractions and perform separations [10, 11], yet at the same time they are
*Correspondence: james.clark@york.ac.uk
Green Chemistry Centre of Excellence, Department of Chemistry,
University of York, Heslington, York YO10 5DD, UK

highly combustible, and their low water solubility (high
logP) is linked to bioaccumulation and aquatic toxicity
[12, 13].
In attempts to eliminate undesirable solvents, replacement strategies often seek structurally related compounds not yet covered by the legislative and regulatory
measures usually required to force action in this respect.
Thus benzene, since its formal recognition as a carcinogen in the mid-twentieth century, is generally replaced
by toluene [14, 15]. Similarly the Montreal protocol has
restricted the use of carbon tetrachloride since 1989
because of its role in depleting the ozone layer [16, 17].
Typically the halogenated solvents chloroform and
dichloromethane (DCM) are now used instead. It is
important to emphasise that these measures have proven
to be short sighted with respect to increasingly strict
chemical controls worldwide. Toluene is in fact suspected
of damaging the unborn child and of organ damage
through prolonged exposure [18, 19]. Chloroform and
DCM are likely to be carcinogenic to humans according
to the World Health Organization IARC evaluations [15].
In addition, DCM, even as a short-lived halogenated substance has now been shown to be ozone depleting as well
[20].
The European regulation concerning the ‘Registration,
Evaluation, Authorisation and Restriction of Chemicals’
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(REACH) has introduced restrictions on toluene, chloroform and DCM with specific conditions (Table 1)
[21–23]. REACH is now affecting the import and usage
of a wide range of chemicals in Europe. Any products
found not to comply with the conditions established in
REACH are removed from the market through the ‘rapid
alert system for dangerous non-food products’ (RAPEX)
information scheme [24]. To take just a small sample,
in 2015 banned products have included glues containing toluene [25], chloroform [26], or benzene [27], and
sometimes in alarmingly significant proportions [28].
Looking ahead to future European bans on solvents,
candidate chemicals are placed on a list of ‘substances
of very high concern’ (SVHC) prior to REACH restrictions being imposed [30]. Notably for solvent users the
amides N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF), N,N-dimethylacetamide (DMAc), and N-methylpyrrolidinone (NMP),
as well as certain hydroxyethers and chlorinated solvents have fallen under scrutiny (Table 2). Solvents that
are similar structurally can be easily sourced as drop-in
replacements, but are likely to present many of the same
environmental, health, and safety (EHS) problems seen in
historical examples of solvent substitution. Environmental agencies in other regions have their own approaches
to regulating hazardous chemicals, with solvents strongly
impacted because of their VOC status and hence high
risk of exposure [31].
In an attempt to categorise solvents with respect to
their EHS profiles, solvent selection guides have been
produced to give more information than the ‘black and
white’ conclusions of regulatory assessments. The scope
of this review addresses the substitution of conventional
organic solvents with greener, ideally bio-based organic
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solvents with the help of solvent selection tools. The
development of more sophisticated approaches to solvent substitution that also incorporate the performance
of the solvent, or the design of tailor-made solvents for
an application, will also be alluded to but do not form the
basis of significant discussion in the present work.
Defining green solvents

The question posed by Fischer and co-workers at ETH
Zurich (otherwise known as the Swiss Federal Institute of
Technology) in the title of their 2007 article is a fundamental one; “what is a green solvent” [32]? Their answer
is a now influential, two tiered assessment of environmental, health and safety (EHS) and energy demand
(which can be regarded as a quick LCA type calculation).
By understanding the energy required to produce a solvent, and the options available at end-of-life to recover
some of that energy, the net cumulative energy demand
(CED) of solvent production can be calculated. Energy
reclamation can be achieved by incineration, or by offsetting resource demand by recycling the solvent. Purification of used solvent by distillation is less energy intensive
than the production of an equivalent volume of new solvent. Incineration directly produces energy but requires
more solvent to be produced in its place.
The approach that offers the greater reduction of CED
depends on the type of solvent (Fig. 1). In Fig. 1 the
energy required for the production of 1 kg of solvent is
shown as bars with blue, solid shading. The energy to
distil a solvent rather than produce more is shown as the
red striped bars. The saved energy (distillation credit) is
shown underneath. The incineration credit is the energy
recovery from incineration, leaving a reduced CED as

Table 1 REACH restrictions on the solvents toluene, DCM and chloroform with hazard codes also provided [21–23]
Solvent

Conditiona

Hazardsb

“Shall not be placed on the market, or used, as a substance or in
May be fatal if swallowed and enters airways (H304)
mixtures in a concentration equal to or greater than 0.1 % by weight Suspected of damaging the unborn child (H361d)
where the substance or mixture is used in adhesives or spray paints May cause damage to organs through prolonged or repeated
intended for supply to the general public”
exposure (H373)
Toluene
“Paint strippers containing dichloromethane in a concentration
equal to or greater than 0.1 % by weight shall not be placed on the
market”

Suspected of causing cancer (H351)

“Shall not be placed on the market, or used, as substances, as constituents of other substances, or in mixtures in concentrations equal
to or greater than 0.1 % by weight, where the substance or mixture
is intended for supply to the general public and/or is intended for
diffusive applications such as in surface cleaning and cleaning of
fabric”

Suspected of causing cancer (H351)

DCM

Chloroform
a

Conditions are abbreviated and/or paraphrased from the full text found in Regulation (EC) No 1907/2006 (REACH) [21–23]

b

Hazard codes defined according to Regulation (EC) No 1272/2008 (CLP) [29]
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Table 2 A non-exhaustive list of solvents featured on the REACH candidate list of SVHC [30]
Solvents on REACH candidate list of SVHC

Hazards (hazard code)
May damage fertility or the unborn child. (H360)

DMF and DMAc and NMP
Suspected of causing cancer (H351)

1,2,3-Trichloropropane and trichloroethylene and 1,2-dichloroethane
May damage fertility or the unborn child. (H360)
Ethylene glycol dimethyl ether (EGDME) and diethylene glycol dimethyl ether (DEGDME)
May damage fertility or the unborn child. (H360)

2-Methoxyethanol and 2-ethoxyethanol and 2-ethoxyethyl acetate

Fig. 1 The energy demand associated with the production of five
representative solvents

shown with green dotted bars. Most (but not all) hydrocarbons are best incinerated according to this simplified
LCA approach (e.g., n-hexane but not toluene). The same
applies to diethyl ether. The functionalised solvents with
longer production routes are best recycled to retain the
energy and value invested into the molecule during its
original synthesis (e.g., DMF). For ethanol the benefits
are quite closely balanced. An even more detailed assessment of energy demand in solvent production has been
published by the same authors [33].

The EHS tool that partners the CED assessment has
been provided free as an easy to use spreadsheet (.xls) file
[34]. The methodology is fully disclosed (Fig. 2), and so
providing the necessary data is available, it can be applied
to any solvent and any combinations of solvent used in
a process. The ranking is derived from hazard and risk
codes as well as legislated exposure limits. Therefore a
comprehensive safety datasheet should be enough to
assess the greenness of a solvent using this approach.
Indeed, this was attempted for volatile methyl siloxane
solvents in a separate work [35]. However, since 2008
and the introduction of the Global Harmonized System
(GHS) as applied by the European Classification, Labelling and Packaging (CLP) regulation [29], this method is
in need of revision.
Three criteria in the three EHS categories are combined to complete a numerical ranking system. Lower
scores are indicative of greener solvents (Fig. 3). Generally the results are as expected from intuition, with
alcohols and esters perceived as greener than hydrocarbons, which in turn have better scores than formaldehyde (5.6) and 1,4-dioxane (5.0). The equal
weighting of environmental, health and safety issues
could be debated, for the reprotoxic DMF (3.7) registers as greener than peroxide forming ether solvents
such as diethyl ether (3.9).
Combining energy demand with the EHS scores of
solvents provides a bigger picture of solvent impact.
Methyl acetate and alcohol solvents provide the optimum
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Fig. 2 An example of an ETH Zurich solvent ranking scale (fire/explosion category)

Fig. 3 Environmental health and safety rankings for five representative solvents

balance of low energy demand and a benign EHS profile
(Fig. 4). Other useful pieces of information that emerge
include the very large energy demand of tetrahydrofuran
(THF) production. At 270 MJ/kg, although subsequently
revised down nearer to 170 MJ/kg in a following publication [33], distillation of THF is recommended to reduce
the overall CED to just 40.1 MJ/kg. Conversely, diethyl
ether (with its lower CED) is best incinerated to minimise the net energy use. The implications of incineration
relating to atmospheric emissions is beyond the scope

of this assessment but should be considered in practice,
especially for nitrogen and sulphur containing solvents
that lead to NOx and SOx emissions upon incineration
[36, 37].
Along a similar line, Slater and Savelski of Rowan University have also developed a means to generate a comparison between the different solvent options available
for a process [38]. They too have produced a spreadsheet
that can be used freely by anyone [39]. For each solvent
an index composed of 12 environmental parameters was
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Fig. 4 Map of EHS and CED values for representative solvents

developed, including occupational health considerations
(acute toxicity, biodegradation, global warming potential,
etc.). Safety considerations such as flash point and peroxide formation are not used as solvent selection parameters. This decision could be perceived as an oversight,
at the very least it is a deviation from the EHS approach
of ETH Zurich. A summation of the parameters (scaled
appropriately with a user defined weighting) produces
a score between 0 (most green) and 10 (least green). By
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factoring in the amount of solvent used, processes can
be compared to evaluate the lowest solvent impact. This
approach from Rowan University was used to assess
routes to sildenafil citrate (the active ingredient in Viagra™), showing how their ‘total process greenness index’
decreased by a factor of 400 from the original medicinal
chemistry process to the latest commercial route.
From this methodology a solvent selection table containing over 60 solvents was also created [39]. The only
chronic toxicity consideration is carcinogenicity, and
so reprotoxic solvents such as NMP have a higher perceived greenness (i.e., 3.0 out of 10.0) than what might
be expected (for instance 1-butanol scores 4.6). As illustrated by the specific example of hydrocarbon solvents,
the Rowan University approach offers better differentiation between solvents compared to the ETH Zurich tool
(Fig. 5). In Fig. 5, the scales of the ETH Zurich (left, 0–9)
and Rowan University (right, 0–10) solvent greenness
assessments have been represented in such a way that
the scores for ethanol are equal in magnitude, rather than
equate the two dependent variables. Ethanol is included
as a benchmark entry because both systems agree that it
is a green solvent (ethanol is not being suggested as an
alternative to any hydrocarbon solvent). Whereas the

Fig. 5 The greenness of conventional hydrocarbon solvents relative to ethanol
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approach developed by ETH Zurich is unable to make
any meaningful distinction between the greenness of the
hydrocarbons, the Rowan University assessment offers
greater variance across this set. Accordingly cyclohexane
and n-heptane are considered to be greener than n-pentane and n-hexane, and the greenness of aromatic solvents increases with methyl group substitution.
Solvent selection for exploratory chemistry

The general concept of creating rankings of solvent
greenness has taken a different direction within the
chemical industries. The pharmaceutical sector in particular has been keen to establish their own institutional
hierarchies of solvent greenness since the realisation that
the solvent is the major component of a typical reaction
in the manufacture of an active pharmaceutical ingredient [7]. As a consequence process solvents are responsible for the majority of energy use, waste, and greenhouse
gas emissions [40]. This makes the minimisation of solvent use and greener substitutions a priority, and is
often an easy target in green chemistry initiatives [41].
Although solvent-less chemistry has always been of interest to green chemists [42, 43], it is not generally applicable to the synthesis of pharmaceuticals and other fine
chemicals. The solvent can have a profound influence on
reaction rates and product selectivity [44], and the more
general benefits of solvent use in reactions should not be
overlooked either. Solvents act as a heat sink and a temperature regulator, lower mixture viscosity and improve
mass transfer, and make selective extractions and separations possible [31, 45].
Solvent selection tools do not always require the user
to perform calculations and compare numerical ranking
systems. Alternative solvents with low toxicity, minimal
safety concerns and little impact on the environment can
be selected from simple visual aids [46–48]. Even mobile
phone apps are now available for this purpose [49]. Solvent selection guides designed for the small scale chemistry labs of the pharmaceutical industry tend to be lists
of solvents arranged according to company usage policy.
Compared to the ETH Zurich and Rowan University
tools, there is a clearer correlation between the solvents
restricted by regulations (Tables 1, 2) and the recommendations of pharmaceutical industry solvent selection
guides. Three prominent guides developed for medicinal
chemistry have been combined for the purpose of comparison in this work (Figs. 6, 7). The colour coding is a
universally used ‘traffic light’ system, with the comment
on each solvent specific to the conditions imposed by
each company. So where Pfizer might consider a solvent
to be ‘usable’, GSK state it has ‘some issues’ and Sanofi
would suggest ‘substitution advisable’ (e.g., as is the case
for toluene). Figures 6 and 7 are shortened to only include
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solvents with at least two entries in the Pfizer, GSK and
Sanofi medicinal chemistry solvent selection guides. An
expanded version containing all the solvents featured in
the three tools is presented as an additional file (Additional file 1).
Pfizer were the first company to publish their colourcoded, hierarchical solvent selection guide for medicinal chemists [48]. The tool is a simple document listing
solvents as ‘preferred’, ‘usable’, or ‘undesirable’ (refer to
Figs. 6, 7; Additional file 1). Pfizer have prioritised userfriendliness in making this solvent selection guide, if only
to encourage chemists to use it. As a result it could be
considered that this tool is limited and unadventurous,
but by promoting small changes that few would find
disruptive to their work, a large benefit can be felt company-wide. As an accompaniment to the Pfizer solvent
selection guide, a useful substitution guide is provided
for those solvents regarded as undesirable (Table 3). In
this accompanying tool they suggest DCM as a replacement for other chlorinated solvents in cases when a
non-chlorinated solvent is not applicable. Although this
is by no means an ideal conclusion, by introducing this
tool in their medicinal chemistry labs, Pfizer actually
reported a 50 % reduction in chlorinated solvent use
over 2 years, and achieved a 97 % reduction in undesirable ethers (diisopropyl ether especially). They also
observed increased use of n-heptane in place of the neurotoxic n-hexane and the more volatile and flammable
n-pentane. Therefore it can be concluded that by simply
increasing awareness of solvent issues, management can
guide bench chemists towards greener solvent use with
the simplest of solvent selection aids.
GlaxoSmithKline (GSK) had already been producing solvent selection guides for process chemists by the
time the Pfizer medicinal chemistry tool was published
[37, 40]. GSK then followed suit with a simplified solvent selection guide for medicinal chemistry laboratories
themselves, derived from an updated and expanded solvent assessment [46]. The methodology is more multifaceted that the Pfizer tool, with a detailed breakdown
of scores for different EHS categories freely available
as supplementary information to the main article [50].
The one notable difference between the Pfizer and GSK
ratings of solvent greenness is for methyl ethyl ketone
(MEK), which is preferred to Pfizer but is considered to
have major issues for GSK (Fig. 7). To clarify, MEK does
have serious environmental consequences [51], but is safe
to handle with low toxicity [46]. The contrast between
its EHS properties is probably the reason for the different interpretations of the two solvent selection guides,
with the Pfizer tool weighted more towards health and
safety. The data behind the GSK medicinal chemistry solvent selection guide is also used by process development

Byrne et al. Sustain Chem Process (2016) 4:7
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Fig. 6 Unified version of general solvent selection guides for medicinal chemists (part 1) [46–48]

scientists, and accordingly includes more environmental
parameters.
More recently Sanofi have also offered an equivalent solvent selection guide [47]. The tool has evolved
from an early version of the company’s internal solvent
selection guide which divided solvents into a recommended list and a substitution list. Chemists developing synthetic routes had to justify the use of solvents on
the substitution list by proving no alternatives work as

effectively. However the substitution list was very long
and unwieldly, as reported by the authors [47]. Therefore
a new tool was developed, providing a reference card for
each solvent containing useful property data. A solvent
selection table for each class of solvent with an overall recommendation for each solvent is complemented
by their expected constraints and associated hazard
warnings. The Sanofi solvent selection guide contains
many more solvents than feature in the Pfizer and GSK

Byrne et al. Sustain Chem Process (2016) 4:7
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Fig. 7 Unified version of general solvent selection guides for medicinal chemists (part 2) [46–48]

medicinal chemistry tools. The overall conclusion for
each solvent has been given in previously in Figs. 6 and
7 (for an expanded version refer to the Additional file 1).
The following reduced dataset of just dipolar aprotic solvents demonstrates the detail of the Sanofi solvent selection guide (Fig. 8). The familiar traffic light colour coding
is used, with additional indicators. The residual solvent
limits for pharmaceuticals according to the International
Conference on Harmonisation (ICH) are used [52].
The use of legislative categories makes the Sanofi solvent selection guide industrially relevant, directed by
necessity above any personal perception of what a green
solvent actually is. The overall ranking and the listing of
other concerns makes the tool helpful to users in exploratory chemistry laboratories who may not be directly

confronted with the regulatory constraints of solvent use.
Substitution is required for the amide solvents in Fig. 8,
with acetonitrile the only recommended solvent that
could be used instead. The lack of options for green dipolar aprotics is evident, even acetonitrile is not considered
as a green solvent in other solvent selection guides [46,
48]. For higher temperature reactions dimethyl sulphoxide (DMSO) and sulpholane might be acceptable options,
although substitution is advised.
The data collated from the Pfizer, GSK, and Sanofi
solvent selection guides produces a number of conclusions. The greenest solvents (i.e., those with three green
shaded entries or two green entries and a blank entry in
Figs. 6 and 7) are water, n-propyl acetate, i-propyl acetate,
1-butanol and 2-butanol. This set is severely limited,

Byrne et al. Sustain Chem Process (2016) 4:7
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Table 3 Pfizer solvent replacement table [48]
Solvent

Issues

Alternatives

Pentane

Lower flash point than other similar solvents

Heptane

Diethyl ether

Lower flash point than other similar solvents

2-MeTHF, TBME

Diisopropyl ether

Powerful peroxide formation compared to similar solvents

2-MeTHF, TBME

Hexane(s)

More toxic than other similar solvents

Heptane

Benzene

Carcinogen

Toluene

Chloroform

Carcinogen

DCM

1,2-DCE

Carcinogen

DCM

1,2-DME

Carcinogen

2-MeTHF, TBME

Pyridine

Carcinogenicity (not classifiable)

Triethylamine (base)

1,4-Dioxane

Carcinogenicity (not classifiable)

2-MeTHF, TBME

DCM

Emissions

Application dependant

Carbon tetrachloride

Emissions

DCM

DMF

Reproductive toxicity

Acetonitrile

DMAc

Reproductive toxicity

Acetonitrile

NMP

Reproductive toxicity

Acetonitrile

Fig. 8 Sanofi solvent selection guide for selected dipolar aprotic solvents

with only alcohols and esters featuring alongside water
as being recognised across the board as green solvents.
This conclusion is in agreement with the ETH Zurich and
Rowan University tools. Conclusions can also be drawn

regarding the least desirable solvents. The following solvents are unequivocally considered as undesirable if not
already banned (i.e., at least two red or black shaded
entries in Figs. 6 and 7, no yellow or green entries):
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chloroform, 1,2-DCE, carbon tetrachloride, NMP, DMF,
DMAc, benzene, hexane, 1,4-dioxane, 1,2-DME, diethyl
ether, and 2-methoxyethanol. This set rules out many of
the dipolar aprotic, chlorinated, hydrocarbon and ether
solvents. Chemists should be careful when using these
types of solvent and consider the EHS implications of
their choice. 2-Methyltetrahydrofuran (2-MeTHF) and
tert-butyl methyl ether (TBME) are preferable to THF
and diethyl ether in this regard. Where there are no green
options within a solvent class it is clear that only under
unusual circumstances could one of the green solvents
noted above replace the red or black-listed solvents without a substantial re-engineering of the process. As an
added complication the three solvent selection guides
shown in Figs. 6 and 7 do not always agree. For example
acetonitrile reaches a different outcome in each of the
solvent selection guides.
Scoring solvents for greener chemistry

The simple three-tiered and colour coded approach
to categorising solvents for medicinal chemistry purposes has the advantage of easy interpretation but at the
expense of limiting the depth of information provided.
When designing larger scale reactions, more information is needed about each solvent as the process is
geared towards commercial scale manufacturing, where
any concerns over EHS issues are magnified. GlaxoSmithKline (GSK) was the first pharmaceutical company
to publish a solvent selection guide intended for use in
process development [37, 40]. In its original presentation, each of the 35 featured solvents has a relative ranking from 1 (ungreen) to 10 (green) in four categories of
waste, environmental impact, health, and safety [37]. A
number of parameters are considered within each category. For example, the waste category incorporates
incineration, solvent recovery, and biological waste treatments. The solvent properties that affect incineration are
its heat of combustion, the possibility of HCl or dioxin
formation or NOX and SOX emissions, and its water solubility (Fig. 9). A complete list of categories is presented in
the accompanying additional file (Additional file 1). The
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approach was later expanded to contain a fifth category
on life cycle assessment [40].
Upon publication of their medicinal chemistry solvent selection guide GSK added a new reactivity/stability
score and legislative flags to indicate where controls exist
for solvent use [46]. A much abbreviated version of the
latest GSK categorisation has been provided as Fig. 10,
listing just the dipolar aprotic solvents as an example of
a difficult to replace class of solvent. The categories are
waste, environmental impact, health, flammability, reactivity, and life cycle assessment (LCA). Legislative controls are also indicated in the form of ‘flags’ in Fig. 10. The
scoring system highlights the safe to use but toxic nature
of the dipolar aprotic solvents. Because of the contrast
between the separate scores, this sort of data representation is more helpful than a single EHS indicator. The ETH
Zurich and Rowan University approaches can provide a
misleading ‘average’ score in this case. The greater detail
from separated scores also resolves the ambiguity of the
colour coded three tier assessments provided in Figs. 6
and 7.
The decisions reached in the GSK tools are not immovable verdicts but dynamic and altering in the face of new
information and changing company policy. Indeed the
scores attributed to each solvent have changed over time
[53]. The approach used by GSK utilises the geometric
mean of the properties that make up each category to
establish the numerical scale for each EHS score. A lower
limit and an upper limit are defined so that the 1–10 scale
is not stretched too far by outliers, which would clump
most solvents in the middle of the scale (Fig. 11) [40].
This means the EHS scores are dependent on what solvents are included in the assessment, which is at risk of
a purposely created bias, and will change as new solvents
are added. The benefit of this calculation is that the final
scoring is otherwise not subjective, and a useful spread of
scores is obtained from 1 to 10.
The concept of providing numerical scores to an EHS
profile of solvents has proven to be popular, and subsequently repeated by other institutions. The American
Chemical Society (ACS) Green Chemistry Institute’s

Fig. 9 Some of the properties that decide the waste score of solvents in the GSK solvent selection guides [37, 40]
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Fig. 10 Excerpt of the GSK solvent selection guide (dipolar aprotic solvents)

Fig. 11 Normalisation of GSK solvent selection guide scores

(GCI) Pharmaceutical Roundtable was initiated in 2005,
uniting 14 partner organisations with the purpose of setting common goals and standards in relation to green
chemistry practices. Together they developed a solvent
selection guide [54], using the familiar numerical scoring and colour coding from the GSK solvent selection
guide and the unpublished AstraZeneca equivalent [55].

It has also been transformed into a mobile phone app
[49]. There is one health and one safety category in the
ACS GCI solvent selection guide, accompanied by three
environmental criteria. The assessment for the dipolar aprotic solvents is presented as Fig. 12, providing a
comparison to earlier solvent selection tables (Figs. 8,
10). Note the scoring is reversed compared to the GSK

Byrne et al. Sustain Chem Process (2016) 4:7

Fig. 12 Excerpt of the ACS GCI solvent selection guide (dipolar
aprotic solvents)

tool. Nevertheless the distribution of colour coding is the
same, with the three worst possible scores (8, 9, and 10)
shaded in red, and the ideal scores (1, 2, and 3) in green.
The remaining options are coloured in yellow. Inspection
of the complete ACS GCI guide reveals in general there
are very few red (i.e., ungreen) scores [54], a fact that is
repeated in Fig. 12 also. Sulphur containing solvents are
penalised for the SOX emissions generated upon incineration. Several ether solvents have poor safety or health
scores but for the most part this tool can be considered as
more forgiving than the GSK solvent selection guide for
example. For instance the health score does not appear to
incorporate chronic toxicity, which is a cause for concern
for NMP, DMF and DMAc (Table 2). The lack of information behind the assignments given in the ACS GCI
solvent selection guide does raise questions, but this is a
common concern and only fully alleviated by the interactive tools developed by ETH Zurich and Rowan University, which themselves also misrepresent the common
amide solvents DMF, DMAc, and NMP as green solvents.
It could be argued that the many categories of the GSK
and ACS GCI tools, each with a numerical scale derived
from various parameters, make it too difficult to balance
these different aspects and reach a firm conclusion. The
thresholds that define the different colour coded scores
are established according to the preference of the guide’s
designers and may not be consistent between tools or relevant to regulations. A response to this is presented in a
more recent attempt at a solvent selection guide with a
greater emphasis on regulatory controls. This tool has
been constructed by scientists from Sanofi, GSK, Pfizer,
the University of York, and Charnwood consultants as part
of a collaborative research project known as the CHEM21,
a public–private partnership under the innovative medicines initiative (IMI) [56]. The approach used to assign
solvent greenness is strongly derived from the Global
Harmonized System (GHS) of classification, labelling and
packaging (CLP) of substances [29]. The methodology
is openly available as supplementary information to the
article and can be used as desired to extend and tailor the
assessment to new solvents. Thus this recent development
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shows a clear evolution from the ETH Zurich tool, again
based on hazard codes and the physical properties of
solvents, but updated to match the most recent chemical regulations. A key difference is that the final ranking
of each solvent in the CHEM21 guide is derived from its
least green characteristic, not an average or summation of
unrelated properties. The scale has an upper limit of ten as
the worst score, but in a change to previous tools a score
of seven is now shaded in red. Additionally a phrase is
associated to each solvent, as is the case with the simplified medicinal chemistry solvent selection guides of Pfizer,
Sanofi and GSK. This means a detailed examination of the
tool is not always needed in order to use it. However the
usefulness and accuracy of this summarising statement is
questionable given that the project consortium responsible
has overruled the data-led methodology on occasion. This
can be seen for acetonitrile and DMSO in the following
excerpt of just dipolar aprotic solvents (Fig. 13). This highlights that solvent selection can never be an exact science,
and an organisational preference for certain solvents will
influence each designation, just as a chemist’s past experience with solvents has historically determined their own
solvent selection on a personal basis. However, by deriving
a solvent selection guide from experience and regulation,
this tool is able to align solvent use with anticipated controls and restrictions on hazardous chemicals in the future,
easing the transition to greener solvent use. Also note the
health scores for amide solvents are more representative
of their reprotoxicity than found in the ACS GCI solvent
selection guide.
Members of the CHEM21 consortium have separately
reviewed the conclusions of three solvent selection
guides (GSK, AstraZeneca, ACS GCI) in an attempt to
produce a consensus that later guided the development
of their own guide as reviewed above [57]. Each tool was
adapted into a three tiered assessment of safety, health,
and environment impact. In this work, the outcome of
the CHEM21 survey of solvent selection guides is supplemented with the Sanofi and newer CHEM21 solvent
selection guides. The total of five tools can be arranged
in terms of the EHS triple category format, concluded
with an overall assessment. In Fig. 14, the colour shading is based on that of the original publications, with
numbers removed because the scales are independent
of each other. The outcome of the safety (S), health (H),
and environment (E) categories, and the overall conclusion have been assigned according to the methodology of
the CHEM21 survey in the case of the GSK, AstraZeneca
and ACS GCI guides [57]. Green (G), yellow (Y) and red
(R) entries in Fig. 14 are labelled as such. This does mean
that conflicts between the original tools and the harmonised survey results do occur. For instance, acetonitrile
is now concluded to be problematic (yellow category)
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Fig. 13 Excerpt of the CHEM21 (conventional) solvent selection guide (dipolar aprotic solvents only)

within the GSK guide and overall. However acetonitrile was colour coded in red in the original GSK solvent
selection guide, and considered to have major issues. The
information in the original Sanofi and CHEM21 solvent
selections guides could be used directly because both
these tools are a triple EHS assessment with an overall
conclusion for each solvent anyway. In the case of the
Sanofi solvent selection guide, primarily the occupational
health score has been used. If unavailable, the ICH concentration limit was used instead for the health category.
Any revised conclusions in the CHEM21 tool appear to
the right of the default conclusion. Here only the dipolar
aprotic solvents are compared (Fig. 14), but a complete
table is provided as an additional file (Additional file 1).
Interpreting Fig. 14, again it is evident that NMP, DMF
and DMAc are not desirable solvent choices. The tools
developed by AstraZeneca and the ACS GCI are less
harsh in their assessment, but it is not clear why given the
reproductive toxicity of the amide solvents. The method
by which the AstraZeneca scores are converted for the
survey of solvent selection guides rates NMP as greener
than ethyl acetate [57]. This clearly highlights an inconsistency between the AstraZeneca approach to solvent
selection and known chronic toxicity concerns, especially
as NMP is a substance of very high concern is posed for
restrictions on its use in Europe [30]. Despite its stability
issues at high temperature DMSO seems to be a greener
alternative. Sulpholane too had previously been recognised as an improved solvent choice over the reprotoxic
dipolar aprotic solvents [58]. Sulpholane receives three
green colour coded scores from Sanofi in its EHS assessment, yet only obtains an overall yellow ranking meaning

‘substitution advisable’. This is because it has a moderate-to-low ICH concentration limit in pharmaceuticals
(160 ppm) and is further penalised for its high melting
point and high boiling point [47]. Overall sulpholane is
recommended as a solvent in the survey of solvent selection guides. Unfortunately sulpholane is now suspected
to also be a reprotoxin, a fact reflected in the conclusions of the CHEM21 solvent selection guide (Fig. 13)
[56]. Only the most recent safety datasheets contain this
information and it is not widely known at the time of
writing [59]. Despite being recommended as an alternative solvent decades before the solvent selection guides
of the pharmaceutical industry existed, the urea derivative dimethyl propylene urea (DMPU) has not become a
prominent green solvent, but may also be worth considering for certain types of chemistry [60, 61].
The findings of the CHEM21 consortium in their survey of solvent selection guides were used to produce
a summary (Table 4) [57]. A consensus in the categorisation of solvents was not always found [57], hence the
introduction of intermediate categories of ‘recommended
or problematic’ and ‘problematic or hazardous’. The
inconclusive positioning of some solvents in this hierarchy is due to the different interpretations of what it means
to be green. Overall the survey has been quite successful
in determining a set of ideal solvents. The diversity of the
greenest solvents is clearly limited, emphasising that new
solvents must be designed to replace amides, chlorinated
solvents and hydrocarbons especially. The one probable
green alternative to amide solvents is sulpholane, but as
previously discussed, more recent assessments are less
approving (Fig. 13) [56].
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Fig. 14 Simplified environmental (E) health (H) and safety (S) rankings for dipolar aprotic solvents [54, 56, 57]
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Table 4 An overall ranking of solvents using solvent selection guides from GSK, AstraZeneca, and the ACS GCI [57]
Category

Solventsa

Recommended

Inbetween recommended and problematic

Problematic

Inbetween problematic and hazardous

Hazardous

Highly hazardous

a

Compound names are given in Table 5

The lack of breadth to the existing catalogue of green
solvents is reiterated in another recent attempt to summarise different solvent selection guides [53]. Here,
only some acids, alcohols, esters and ethers (and sulpholane) are denoted as green. The methodology behind
the assessment of Eastman et al. is based on the GSK,
Pfizer and Sanofi solvent selection guides but no further

information was provided, and therefore it is not examined in depth as part of this work [53].
Sources of solvents

A key issue conspicuously absent from almost all solvent
selection guides is the origin of each solvent. The ETH
Zurich tool for calculating CED of solvent production
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does directly address this [32], but is limited to conventional petrochemical solvents [33]. For reviews on
the topic of bio-based solvents, see the following references [4, 62–64]. Renewable feedstocks will need to
be embraced to secure the sustainability of the chemical industry [5]. Solvent selection guides have become a
vital component in the effort to enhance the greenness of
the fine chemical industries, but few attempts have been
made to highlight the renewability of solvents or simply
just to incorporate solvents of a bio-based origin within
these tools [56, 65, 66]. In addition to ethanol (which is
now primarily made from biomass because of its energy
uses) [67], and DMSO (made by oxidising the dimethyl sulphide by-product of wood pulping operations)
[47], 2-MeTHF is presently the only prevalent example
of a neoteric (meaning structurally novel or unconventional) bio-based solvent to feature across solvent selection guides [68]. Although the vast majority of solvents
are produced from fossil resources, any progress in green
solvent selection is short sighted unless renewable solvents are considered on an equal footing. The unconventional functionality of neoteric solvents can offer
the same properties as conventional solvents but avoid

the drawbacks of familiar chemical moieties such as the
reprotoxic amides [69, 70]. Please note the general definition of a neoteric solvent also extends to ionic liquids
[71], aqueous solvent systems [72], supercritical fluids
[73], and tunable solvent systems [74], without relating to
the origin of the solvent. However these types of solvent
are not yet found in solvent selection guides.
Solvent selection guides can be modified to identify
which solvents can be made from biomass, and how realistic a change in feedstock to biomass is, by considering
any technological challenges or economical barriers. To
demonstrate this, the collated solvent selection guide
devised by Prat et al., summarising their ‘survey of solvent selection guides’ as shown in Table 4 [57], has been
divided into categories of different solvent origins for the
purpose of this work (Table 5). The column of bio-based
solvents consists of solvents produced from biomass on
a large scale, if not exclusively. Water has been included
as a bio-based solvent for convenience. Those solvents
that have been indicated as ‘can be renewably sourced’ in
Table 5 are available on the market, but biomass is not
the primary feedstock. Solvents with the potential to be
produced from biomass are assigned as such if derived

Table 5 A modified version of the conclusion to the survey of solvent selection guides [57]
Category
Recommended

Bio-based
a

Ethanol (4)
Water

Inbetween recommended and problematic

Problematic

Can be sourced renewably Potential biomass feedstock Not bio-based
1-Butanol
Ethyl acetate (2)a

1-Butyl acetate
Isopropanol (1)a
Isopropyl acetate

Anisole
Sulpholane

Acetic acid (9)a
Acetone
Ethylene glycol
Methanol (3)a

Acetic anhydride
t-Butanol
Methyl acetate
MIBK

Benzyl alcohol
Cyclohexanone
MEK

DMSO {12 %}b
2-MeTHF

Acetonitrile (10)a
PhCl {2 %}b
DMPU
Heptane (5)a
Methylcyclohexane
Toluene (7)a
Xylene(s)

Inbetween problematic and hazardous

THF (6)a

Formic acid
TBME

Cyclohexane
DCM (8)a {48 %}b
Pyridine

Hazardous

Triethylamine

1,4-Dioxane {0 %}b
1,2-DME {6 %}b
DMAc {12 %}b
DMF {31 %}b
Methoxyethanol
NMP {9 %}b

Diisopropyl ether {7 %}b
n-Hexane {14 %}b
Pentane

Diethyl ether {3 %}b

Benzene
Chloroform {2 %}b
Carbon tetrachloride
1,2-DCE {4 %}b
Nitromethane

Highly hazardous

a
b

The ranking of the top ten solvents used by GSK in pilot plant operations in 2005 have been provided in parentheses, excluding water [7]

Usage of solvents of concern and dipolar aprotic solvents as reported in Organic Process Research and Development between 1997 and 2012, presented as the
percentage of papers containing reactions performed in each solvent [8]. Data is not available for greener solvents
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from: bio-methanol (or syngas), bio-ethanol (or bioethylene), bio-acetic acid, bio-1-butanol, bio-isobutanol
(or bio-isobutene), and bio-acetone (also applicable as
a potential precursor to isopropanol) [75]. These are all
highly feasible, drop in bio-based substitutes that fit into
the existing solvent production chains. Other readily
available bio-based chemicals such as glycerol have not
been listed because these have no bearing on the solvents featured in Table 5. The undesirable chlorinated
solvents are grouped with the solvents that cannot be
made from the suggested bio-based intermediates. These
are not necessarily unrealistic bio-based solvents from a
technological perspective (e.g., chlorination of bio-based
methane), but there is no incentive for suppliers to produce and distribute regulated carcinogenic solvents from
renewable feedstocks.
Combined with GSK solvent use data from 2005,
Table 5 indicates a poor integration of bio-based solvents within the pharmaceutical industry at that time.
Although it is pleasing to see a preference to use heptane
instead of n-hexane, and acetonitrile instead of other
dipolar aprotics, neither are bio-based. Similarly toluene and DCM are commonly used in place of other, even
more hazardous aromatic and chlorinated solvents, but
again these are non-renewable solvents under regulatory
scrutiny as discussed previously. Much of this has to do
with the lack of physicochemical and EHS data for new
solvents, and as such a limited understanding of their
greenness.
More promisingly, recent papers documenting process development procedures show an increased use of
2-MeTHF in large scale chemical synthesis [8]. Table 5
does indicate that greener solvents are available, and biobased solvents are well represented in the ‘recommended’
and ‘inbetween recommended and problematic’ categories. The readily available bio-based solvents tend to be
protic solvents, but also esters, ketones, and ethers. This
leaves a need for green and renewable hydrocarbon solvents and dipolar aprotic solvent in particular. Not indicated in Table 5 are unconventional routes to bio-based
solvents. Developments in the conversion of biomass into
aromatic base chemicals [76], and specialised routes to
methyl ethyl ketone [77], and acetonitrile [78], mean that
an increasingly diverse number of solvents have prospects of a renewable feedstock.
Two recently published solvent selection guides have
now incorporated unconventional bio-based solvents,
published online in the journal Green Chemistry within
2 weeks of each other [56, 65]. These tools were not
designed for the purpose of describing the sustainability
of the solvents, but by including bio-based solvents on
an equal footing to conventional solvents some welcome
progression is demonstrated. Firstly the CHEM21 project
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consortium has devised a second solvent selection guide,
based on the same GHS-led methodology as before
(Fig. 13), but now applied to neoteric solvents (Fig. 15)
[56]. Again a score of seven is shaded in red. Although
equally applicable to all solvents, this model frequently
concludes neoteric solvents are ‘problematic’ because
insufficient toxicological or ecological data is available
(this is the default conclusion if data is lacking, and is
apparent from the conclusions in Fig. 15). The authors
behind this solvent selection guide encourage solvent
suppliers to collect and publish data on their products,
otherwise the unknown environmental (E), health (H)
and safety (S) profile of new solvents will remain an
obstacle. Reassuringly there are only a small number of
red shaded scores in the health and safety criteria of the
unconventional solvents. Specifically, these correspond
to the safety of the low flash point ethers cyclopentyl
methyl ether (CPME) and ethyl tert-butyl ether (ETBE),
and the health score of the reprotoxic tetrahydrofurfuryl
alcohol (THFA).
Solvents with high boiling points (>200 °C) receive a
red shaded environmental score of at least seven. This is
for technological reasons (solvent removal, product drying), although on the assumption that solvent distillation
is necessary, which may not always be the case. Although
a perfectly valid concern it does mean that glycerol and
other benign solvents appear to be environmentally damaging. In addition to a number of green alcohols and
esters (including the bifunctional ethyl lactate), tert-amyl
methyl ether (TAME) has been identified as an amenable
replacement for less desirable ether solvents. Similarly,
dimethyl carbonate scores well, but despite the categorisation in Fig. 15 acyclic carbonates are not sufficiently
polar to be considered a direct substitute for classic dipolar aprotic solvents. Despite being considered as ‘problematic’, p-cymene has no red shaded scores, and as a
renewable hydrocarbon is well placed to substitute toluene and other aromatic solvents [79–84]. Cyclic carbonates [70, 85], and Cyrene [69], suffer in the environmental
assessment because of their high boiling points, but offer
clear health advantages over classical dipolar aprotic solvents (Fig. 13). None of the suggested unconventional
dipolar aprotic solvent have nitrogen or sulphur atoms
that would result in NOx and SOx air pollution when
incinerated. Furthermore cyclic carbonate and Cyrene
have no known chronic toxicity issues.
The second solvent selection guide to extend its coverage to neoteric solvents is based on a computational
similarity clustering of solvents [65]. Revealing their
motivation, the authors state “existing solvent selection
guides give only quasi-quantitative information about
solvent greenness” [65]. In this new approach to designing a solvent selection guide, 151 solvents were assessed
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Fig. 15 Simplified version of the CHEM21 unconventional solvent selection guide

and grouped according to their physicochemical properties. These include melting point, boiling point, surface
tension, etc. So that the greenness of the solvents can
be ranked on a fair like-for-like basis, a cluster analysis grouped similar solvents together. Cluster 1 consists
of non-polar and volatile solvents. Light aliphatic and
olefinic hydrocarbons, aromatics, and chlorinated solvents are present in this cluster. Less volatile but still
non-polar solvents form cluster 2 (including hydrophobic higher hydrocarbons, for example terpenes and
long chain alcohols and esters). Cluster 3 is made up of
polar, typically water soluble, solvents. The solvents in
each cluster were then assessed according to 15 criteria (Table 6). If the data set is incomplete, the solvent is

assessed according to lesser requirements (called confidence levels). The less data available on which to derive
the greenness assessment, the less confident the user
can be on the final ranking. Toxicology data especially is
lacking for unconventional and novel bio-based solvents.
The ranking is performed on a comparative basis within
a cluster, and scores cannot be compared across clusters.
Generally cluster 1 contains the most toxic solvents.
Given that the highest ranked solvent in this set is diethyl ether it is clear that greener alternatives to current
non-polar and volatile solvents are needed, or better still
a lessened dependence on VOC solvents more generally
(diethyl ether is potentially peroxide forming with a very
low flash point). Cluster 2 contains many solvents not
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Table 6 Criteria for a chemometric solvent selection guide
Physicochemical clustering criteria
Melting point

Water solubility

Boiling point

Log(KOW)

Henry’s law constant

Density

Log(KOA)

Surface tension

Greenness ranking criteria

Vapour pressure

Assessment confidence level
Highest

High

Medium

Low

Feedstock renewability

Y

Y

Y

Y

Recycling by distillation

Y

Y

Y

Y

Combustion products

Y

Y

Y

Y

Flammability

Y

Y

Y

Y

Log(BCF)

Y

Y

Y

Y

Oral LD50

Y

Y

Y

Inhalation LC50

Y

Y

IARC cancer class

Y

Y

Other specific toxicology

Y

Y

Fish LC50

Y

Y

Fish NOEL

Y

Y

BOD t½

Y

Y

Hydrolysis t½

Y

Y

Flash point

Y

Y

POCP

Y

featured in other solvent selection guides, including fatty
acid methyl esters (FAMEs) and terpenes, which fair reasonably well in the assessment. However it is the linear
petrochemical hydrocarbons (dodecane, undecane, heptane) that are categorised as the greenest solvents in cluster 2 at the high confidence level. Cluster 3 solvents are
less likely to be toxic to the aquatic environment and are
more frequently bio-based than the other two clusters.
Aside from a couple of chlorinated solvents, cluster 3 is
mostly comprised of highly polar solvents (water, glycerol, ethanol, acetonitrile etc.).
How a lack of data influences the ranking of solvents
can be demonstrated for selected solvents within cluster
2 (Fig. 16) [65]. Scores for the ranking are set between
1 and 0, but only the relative position of the solvents is
shown in Fig. 16, first being the greenest of the 35 solvents in cluster 2. None of the solvents in cluster 2
have photochemical ozone creation potential (POCP)
data, and so the highest confidence greenness assessment could not be performed. n-Heptane for example
has all the data necessary to be ranked according to the
high confidence level. Ranked third it is considered to
be greener than methyl laurate (4th). Methyl oleate on
the other hand can at best be ranked according to the
medium confidence level. If comparing methyl oleate
to other solvents, the same confidence level must be
used, and only for cluster 2. A drastic fall in perceived

greenness occurs for n-heptane when moving across to
the medium and low confidence levels, where less data
is applied in the ranking (Fig. 16). In general conventional alkanes and bio-based hydrocarbons make way
for FAMEs at the medium and low confidence levels.
Limonene and p-cymene are more resilient to a fall in
ranking, in part because they are renewable and that is
one of the five criteria remaining at the lowest confidence
level. The contradictory interpretations of n-heptane,
sometimes considered in the top three for greenness, but
sometimes in the bottom 2, strongly emphasises that data
is paramount. More quality data is needed for less common solvents, but also what data is selected and used in
a greenness assessment is crucial. The nature of green
chemistry as an applied discipline is reliant on judgement
to a degree. This means a consensus cannot be expected,
and will always leave room for disagreement.
The chemometric approach to clustering and ranking
solvents has reiterated that certain types of solvent have
inherently undesirable characteristics. Therefore solvent selection on a direct ‘like-for-like’ substitution basis
is restrictive. Relying only on the existing catalogue of
largely conventional solvents, it is not possible to have a
green solvent substitute readily available for every application. Green solvents tend to be similar (e.g., alcohols
and esters) and so an abundance of green solvent options
can be found in some areas of solvent use but a desperate
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Fig. 16 Selected solvent rankings from cluster 2 of the chemometric solvent selection guide

need remains in others. What has also been shown is that
the conclusions of a solvent selection guide can be completely reversed depending on what data is used, which
certainly damages confidence in using these tools.

Conclusions
Past and present solvent selection guides for general use
have been reviewed with the aim of clarifying the advantages and limitations of each. Attempts at solvent selection for EHS benefits (rather than just for regulatory
compliance) by means of colour coded solvent selection
guides demonstrates the growth in understanding surrounding solvent use in recent years. These user friendly
tools communicate the issue clearly to users, creating
awareness of greener alternatives and discourage the use
of certain solvents in favour of others. Large reductions
in undesirable solvent use have been reported as a result
[48]. For all the positives brought by solvent selection
guides, before now they have not been scrutinised closely

enough in the reviews on this topic [53, 86]. The necessity to subjectively choose categories and apply different weightings, and the level of interpretation required,
means we must assess these tools with the same level of
scientific interrogation that chemists would happily apply
to more conventional research topics.
Upon completion of the survey of solvent selection
guides conducted by Prat et al. [57], our understanding of
solvent greenness as chemists, for the conventional solvents at least, would seem to have reassuringly converged
(Table 4). The consensus between the solvent selection
guides of the major pharmaceutical companies suggests
a reasonable level of maturity in the field. Newer solvent
selection guides for conventional solvents are essentially
now repeating existing tools, reinforcing the consensus.
The authors of this work suggest there is no need for more
general purpose solvent selection guides of the familiar format because they are no longer providing any significant advancement in this field. The general agreement
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between solvent selection guides is not an indication that
an ultimate and conclusive description of the concept of
solvent greenness has been accomplished, but that the solvent selection guide format has reached its potential. The
lack of sustainability criteria applied in solvent selection
guides indicates that basically all solvent tools are indicative of a narrower set of requirements describing worker
health and safety combined with environmental release
issues. For instance, not even the renewability of the
feedstock is considered in most solvent selection guides.
There is an LCA category in the GSK solvent selection
guide for process chemists (Fig. 10), but the input data for
this assessment is not publicly available [40, 46].
One criticism of solvent selection guides is that the calculation behind the assessment is usually not transparent.
Almost all solvent selection guides will combine values
derived from unrelated physical properties, raising questions over the weighting of different EHS aspects, where
and how to establish threshold values, and the actual
meaning of the resulting scores. Openly available methodologies based on regulation thresholds have proven
helpful in producing transparent assessments that can be
applied to new solvents [32, 56]. Approaches to solvent
selection where the methodology is changed to include
more or less data have shown the assessment is very sensitive to what criteria are applied [65]. If the methodology
is not clearly communicated it cannot be expected that
potential users will trust the conclusions.
By whatever means a general purpose solvent selection
guide is created, these tools are still unable to specifically
guide solvent selection for particular applications. Reaction specific solvent selection guides are now available
[87–89], which rank a set of solvents according to the
observed performance (not greenness). The requirement
of the solvent in chromatography as the mobile phase is
so obvious in its importance that solvent guides for this
application predate all other tools [90, 91], and has now
been revived as a research topic [92, 93]. Technological
requirements can be balanced against solvent greenness
through general purpose solvent selection guides, and
alternative methods of computational solvent optimisation [65, 94]. This approach to separating technological and EHS considerations resolves a problem clearly
evident in the CHEM21 solvent selection guide, where
benign but high boiling solvents, including glycerol, are
considered to have an undesirable environmental impact
[56]. It is true that the recycling of low boiling, water
immiscible solvents is lower in energy demand than
other solvents [32]. However, a high boiling (and water
miscible) solvent is greener in terms of its inherent solvent properties because worker exposure risks are less,
and environmental impact, specifically aquatic toxicity
and persistence, is generally lower too. What is clear is
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that alternatives to distillation, such as membrane separation need to be developed further [95]. New chemical
systems such as tunable solvents can avoid distillation
completely [6, 74], but for now are beyond the scope of
solvent selection guides. The balance between opposing
considerations is difficult to perfect, but to adequately
communicate this to the user of the solvent selection
guide is perhaps harder still. It is also true that the impact
of a solvent depends on the industry in which it is used
and how strict the controls on solvent emissions and
waste are. This must also be considered by solvent users.
The future of solvent selection will inevitably require
a greater sophistication in how solvents are chosen on
the basis of a sustainable supply chain, and more work
is needed in the area of application specific tools and
life cycle assessments [96]. To do this more data will be
required, especially for new solvents regarding their
physical properties and their environmental impact. The
role of the general purpose solvent selection guide is now
only to expand its coverage to neoteric solvents so that
they may be judged on a par with conventional solvents,
and consequently stimulate research into the design of
new solvents [97].
Postscript

After the original submission of this review, the GSK solvent selection guide [46], was updated featuring a new
format [98]. More solvents have been added, and the
categories for the numerical scoring system have been
expanded. Whereas before the overall impacts were
scored, such as ‘waste’ (Fig. 9), now the individual categories receive a score (incineration, biological treatment,
etc.). In addition an overall colour coding of every solvent
is provided. Regarding dipolar aprotic solvents, none are
considered green, and only DMPU, DMSO, 1,3-dimethyl2-imidazolidinone, acetonitrile and propanenitrile have
a yellow colour coding. Sulpholane and the remaining
nitrogen containing dipolar aprotic solvents are shaded
in red. Some of the new (bio-based) solvents introduced
since the previous update are limonene (yellow), ethyl
lactate (green), and cyrene (yellow). The supplementary
information that accompanies the latest GSK solvent
selection guide publication gives a detailed description of
how the solvent scores were arrived at.

Additional file
Additional file 1. Complete details of the solvent selection guides and
information on how scoring is conducted.
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